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For A Fresh Looking Gerry
the Gerry Pack seat and straps should be
washed frequently! The entire seat is color-fast and can be
machine washed!

Disassembly instructions
1. Untie lacing on waist band and cord.
2. Pull out cross bow, one side at a time. It may pull hard.
3. Slip off rubber feet.
4. Remove clip from center of shoulder strap by putting
knife blade under one end and snapping out.
5. Set carrier into position (Fig. 4). Begin to slip seat over
frame by pushing right side of hem up and around frame.
Push entire seat to the left until it comes off left leg of frame.

Gerry Seat-Pack Assembly Instructions
1. Set frame on solid surface with legs UP and U FACING YOU.
2. Place seat on surface with LEG HOLEs UP. (Fig. 2)
3. Pick up seat and slip the RIGHT opening of hem (A) AT THE
BACK, over right leg of frame.
4. Continue slipping hem over frame until you come to U PORTION
OF HEM

5. Place center loop (B) of shoulder straps, RIGHT SIDE UP, TOWARD
YOU, over your finger so that your finger goes through the loop of
BOTH PARTS OF STRAP. (Fig. 3)
6. Now slip loop (B) over right leg of frame. (Fig. 3)
7. Continue putting left half of hem over frame.
8. Now pull entire seat around frame until U ON HEM sits on center
of frame. (Fig. 4)
9. With carrier in POSITION OF FIG. 4, flip shoulder straps UP AND
OVER TOP of carrier.
10. Insert wire clip into holes of frame, which are exposed by the U
IN HEM. Snap clip into place, one side at a time.
11. Put rubber feet on legs of frame.
12. Turn carrier over. Arrange shoulder straps flat under carrier with
tails OUTSIDE of the frame legs. (Fig. 5)
13. Slip loops (C) over each end of cross-bow. Insert cross-bow one end
at a time into holes on leg of frame. (Fig. 5)
14. Place waist band under cross-bow end legs, WRONG SIDE UP.
15. THREAD CORD (Fig. 6)
16. Tie a Parcel-post knot. A Parcel-post knot is a one-direction slip
knot which you should adjust continually to keep the waistband
ALWAYS TIGHT. This makes your carrier comfortable! (Fig. 7)
17. Pull cord (D) to the left while holding the frame by the right leg.
Pull cord until waist band is very tight. The band should ALWAYS
be tight.
18. Tie a bow.
19. Adjust shoulder straps so waist band rests just below your waist.
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